
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of senior
associate scientist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior associate scientist

Make contributions to scientific publications and regulatory submissions
Good knowledge of GMP manufacturing and process transfer
Ability to resolve process development issues
Ability to take a leadership role in groups and to influence others effectively
Support all activities related to the MSAT lab in which harvest clarification,
purification and analytical testing activities are performed
Interface within MSAT team, Manufacturing, Quality, Validation, Quality
Control, Lab Services and Facilities Services
Ability to use computer effectively as work requires
Apply a basic knowledge of biological manufacturing science in the design
and execution of bioreactor experiments to identify and validate critical
parameters that affect upstream bioprocess performance across multiple
scales
Working with senior level Scientists to systematically optimize the parameters
that affect bioreactor performance through the application of statistical
models for experimental design and analysis
Subject matter expert in the CoE for assay development according to
international guidelines

Qualifications for senior associate scientist

Extensive hands-on experience with modeling software like S-PLUS/R,
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Experience supporting clinical development in the Oncology, Cardiovascular
Disease, Immunology and/or Fibrosis is preferred
Master’s degree or Ph.D in Computer Science, Applied Statistics,
Engineering, Mathematics, Physics or other quantitative discipline with
specialization and experience in Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,
Natural Language Processing, Cognitive Science or other related areas
A minimum of a M.S
Experience in handling high-dimensional single cell data, mass cytometry,
high-content imaging derived features is required
Intermediate knowledge in chemistry, biology, biochemistry, and math,
understanding of current Good Manufacturing Practices is required


